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Alpines and Ecology on Parnassos and the Peloponnese 
 
 

Supported by the AGS I was one of two beneficiaries funded by the Merlin Trust to join this 9 day 

trip and experience my first Alpines in the wild. Travelling around Delphi and up Mount Parnassos 

we also crossed the Gulf of Corinth and then South to the Mountains of Chelmos and Siatias and the 

surrounding area of the Peloponnesos. We were a truly international group with members from New 

Zealand, New York, Australia and Alpine enthusiasts from the very north to the very south of 

England, all trading experiences and knowledge and making this trip about friendship as well as 

plants. 

This spring, Greece has been cold and wet, the snow persisting much longer than when John and 

Shelia Richards, our leaders, prepared the tour last spring. The late snow melt and cooler 

temperatures have meant the flower season was in full swing on the lower planes and just beginning 

higher up when we arrived in early May. Weather wise a full range of sun screen and waterproofs 

was utilised but nothing deterred our group’s enthusiasm or lasted for too long, which I think results 

in a ‘fine’ description. 

Greece has an incredible number of endemic species and much time was spent by John diligently 

pointing out (and spelling!) both the common wildflowers and rarer species. The whole group was 

generous with knowledge and time making sure everybody saw everything. As well as the individual 

botanical characteristics, I was fascinated by the range of habitats supporting this great range of 

plants, of particular interest to an Alpine Gardener. We of course traversed the high (ish) peaks of 

mountains, but alpine plains and high river valleys, as well as road side cliffs and verges were just as 

rewarding in terms of diversity. It is therefore the relationship between plant and environment 

which I will be focussing this project on with information on site geology, soil type and the 

surrounding ecosystem type, and hopefully it will be interesting information for gardeners and 

environmentalists alike. 

The High Open Slopes 
 
Parnassos is the eastern most limestone massif in this region, up to 2455m. We visited this mountain 
several times at different altitudes and it is in easy reach with a car or minibus from the historic town 
Delphi, our base and a short drive from the Ski resorts on Parnassos, as well as many ancient sites. 
 
A common geological feature are dolina; basins where the limestone ground has sunk, due to 
erosion, creating sheltered dips which often hold on to the snow longer. But they also collect organic 
matter and support a greater number of species when the snow melts, and it is often here that the 
highest number of plant species can be found. Below you can see these dips clearly still filled with 
snow: 
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Above: Gorondovrachos and the higher Kellaria resorts 

The growing season starts with spring sunshine and snow melt. The rush of water uncovers plants 
which have been insulated beneath the snow and protected from the lowest temperatures all 
winter. This abundance of water begins the immediate but brief flowering period. It is common to 
see leaves later in the season, after flowering and seed dispersal and when the strong sun is used to 
store enough energy to overwinter and begin the race next spring. 
 
Both resorts are above 2000m and there was still significant snow on Parnassos at the off-peak ski 
resorts of Gerondovrachos and Kallaria, and even lower in the sheltered valley below the tree lines. 
We found colonies of Crocus cancellatus, C. triphyllum and C. veluchensis (below) and Scilla biflora 
(below) and prostate, evergreen junipers amongst the boulders where the snow had cleared. 
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High Kellaria also had good examples of Crocus triphyllum and C. sieberi sublimis (above) and in one 
of the highest flat valleys; it also had a bitterly cold wind! Here and on Gerondevakros grass thinned 
to tough, sparse tufts as we climbed and the landscape is extremely rocky and seemingly barren. 
However, the extremely spiky Astragalus sempervirens often looking like a boulder itself often hid 
strong examples of the bright endemic Draba parnassica and contrasted well with the silky soft 
Ajuga orientalis.  
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The other high pass we took a few days later was over the shoulder of Chelmos where the weather 
took a turn for the worst and it was easy to see how quickly you could get disorientated in the 
quickly descending fog. It was here that I also found one of the best forms of Corydalis blanda I have 
ever seen!  
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Lower down the mountains the Corydalis’ are cava, solida or crosses between the two, whereas 

higher in altitude you find both solida and blanda species. Many plants were taking shelter on the 

edges of these Crataegus orientalis clumps on Chelmos including Colchicum triphyllum and 

Ranunculus ficarioides, a yellow Viola aetolica (below) and the endemics to Chelmos; Viola chelmea 

and Corydalis solida subs oxylmanii;    
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It is perhaps interesting to note that spiky shrubs such as Crataegus and Astragalus species provide 
more than just shelter from the weather, more importantly they provide shelter from grazing (goat 
herds are still common here). I also think that these low shrubs, (and also rock crevices) act as nets 
for seeds. Most high alpine plants are wind pollinated and dispersed and so we find plants in places 
that are often the only shelter in this windswept terrain as the plants sheltering in this windswept 
terrain provided with a chance to germinate as well as grow to maturity. 

Cliffs 

Vertical cliffs faces, both at high altitudes and along the roadsides are a treasure trove, supporting a 
different flora than you find at the same altitudes but on the flat, rough grass and boulders. For 
example this Aubrieta gracilis on Parnassos:  

 

And on Kallaria, more crevice favourites –the chasmophytic species Sempervivum memoreum, and 
this Saxifraga scardica, unfortunately not quite yet in full flower: 
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One of our first experiences of the richness by the roadside was at the abandoned site of the Delfi 
bypass. Opposed and stopped by local residents this proposed road now  leads nowhere but, with a 
great view of the valley and hairpin bends  on one side, and high cliff towers on the other it was a 
great place for botanising, but take a sunhat and lots of water! 
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Here we found our first Daphne jasminia (above) on vertical faces, Phlomis fruticosa Jarusalem Sage 
beneth and a very papery Cistus creticus just fading.This was a great place also to see weathering 
and erosion of the limestone which dominates this area and ranged from grey to beige in colour. 

         

Another rewarding cliff face was on the road to Kalivrita from Chelmos a few days later. We shouted 
‘Stop the bus!’ after spotting clouds of pink hanging from the rocks and we were well rewarded 
(apart from the very near tavern) by wonderful specimens of Asperula arcadiensis: 
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This was one of the plant highlights of my trip; Asperula’s thrive on alkaline soil if you grow them at 
home and are susceptible to winter wet, so these overhangs in the limestone cliffs provide the ideal 
the perfect spot. They have square stems and masses of small tubular flowers with 4 spreading lobes 
above whorls of slender leaves. Within a short space of a few hundred yards we had strong to very 
pale pink colouring.  
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Alpine meadows 

Above the treeline the marquis and garrigue were new ecological niches to me and quite difficult to 

distinguish as they quite often merge into one another depending on both man made uses and 

natural occurring fires and grazing. Marquis generally contains evergreen shrubs typically Arbutus, 

Quercus and Olea species over 1m and up to about 1000m. The degradation of this area from 

charcoal industry or heavy grazing leads to garrigue, or phygara; which supports a wider variety of 

smaller shrubs (below 50cm) both deciduous and evergreen, often fragrant (Thymus, Erica, Cistus 

and rosemary) and drought resistant. Due to the more open and rocky land, interspersed with these 

dense thickets, this area is of interest to alpine gardeners for the autumn bulbs and orchids. 

Between here and the high rocks we have already explored the grass becomes thicker and coarser, 
often due to heavy grazing and the garrigue becomes degraded further but low growing native 
grasses and perennials such as Convolvulus, Alliums and bulbs are still to be found and this is the 
type of ecosystem often referred to as the ‘Alpine Meadow’ A good example of this is a wonderful 
valley we named as ‘Big Bend’ (referring to the steep hairpin bend you park on) on the way up to 
Kellaria which gave us a stunning show of our first Crocus cancellatus and C. sieberi hybrids. Here, we 
were at an altitude of 1900-2100m. 
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We did come across one specimen of the rarer C. oliveri, rather spoiled by 

rain:   
and two Gagea’s near each other, G. minima (above), and G. penduncularis. Both were sunk 
amongst rough grass in the shadow of boulders in this very damp but sunny valley, were the snow 
was still lingering in the shade of the trees. 
These lower Parnassos valleys have rough grassland interspersed with Daphne oleoides, often with 

Corydalis sp. and Thlaspi sp. growing though them, but mainly dominated by Anemone blanda: 
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Two species we were constantly seeking in these lower meadows were tulips and Fritillaries: We had 

some luck with both on Lavidia plain on the retreat from high Parnassos: Tulipa australis and 

Fritillaria graeca unfortunately lacking a good photo): 
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and on mount Saitas in similar grassy, but far more fertile ground Fritillaria mutabilis: 

 

Our eighth day was one we had been romantically excited about; following in plant hunters 

footsteps and hoping this would be third time lucky for John and Shelia -all had very high hopes for 

Mount Saitas and the infamous Adonis cyllenea. Although now common in cultivation, this plant was 

once just a rumour; then thought a mistake or hoax in 1851 having discovered on nearby Mt Killini; 

then proven but thought extinct, until rediscovered in 1976 on Mt Oligyrtos. Up and up in the baking 

heat and dazzling white limestone, this was a difficult steep climb from 1200 to 1800m with 

seemingly endless hairpin bends and very little shade… I think we were getting desperate… 
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But then… 
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… on a ledge above our path, standing tall and glorious in full sun on rocky, loose ground – Adonis 

cyllenea! We all crowded round and took endless photos, full of renewed energy and vigour. 

However after about half an hour we stumbled on… to a valley full of them! 

  

Growing alongside the Adonis another rare plant; 
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 Biebersteinia orphanidis  

 

this is one of two European sites where this plant is known, and oddly, both also contain Adonis 

cyllenea. This plant, once in Geraniaceae is now in the monotypic Bierberstiniaceae. The plants on 

Siatias seemed to be in fairly sheltered dip, possibly a large dolina with a more friable, clay soil than 

we had really experienced at similar altitudes on Chelmos or Parnassos, - and richer due to large 

presence of goat droppings and nettles!  
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Descending slopes and into forests… 

On the same road from Saitas to Klitoria, opposite the roadside cliffs and Asperulas, next to another 
tavern an intriguing path along a promontory with 360 degree views delighted us with some variety 
in Anemone parvonia: 

 

 And then from pinks to the yellows of two Helianthemums and Alkanna metheana also on this path: 

                     

Helianthmum caenum (white underside to leaf)                 H. hymettium   
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 Common but delicate Alkanna metheana. 

These lower slopes and scrublands of Southern mainland Greece can roughly be divided into two 

Quercus habitats of evergreen Quercus ilex forest or deciduous Quercus pubescens and Q. 

macrolepsis woodlands. These often support strong groups of cyclamen and many orchids on their 

edges. See below. 

Thirdly the pine and fir (Pinus halepensis  -Aleppo Pine and Abies cephalonica –Greek Fir) forests 

which we encountered at Kastraki, walking to the River Styx, also support groups of Cyclamen, Scilla, 

Colchicums and Anemone; however less densely than the rich leaf litter of the broadleaves. 

An example is the atmospheric walk to the River Styx, which also had a lot to offer along its shingle 

banks, once we got out of the shady carboniferous forest walk. My highlights included a beautiful 

Saxifraga cretica in full flower in full sun on the top of a boulder, the endemic C. rhodium subs 

peloponnisiacum and Pinguicula hirtifolia: 
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In the a nut grove far below Delphi I was lucky enough to spot a second tulip in a far more sheltered 

spot -this Tulipa undulata:  Here you can clearly see water in the 

base of the corolla and the slightly battered petals from the recent rain, this was a singular 

specimen, where once there used to be a large community –maybe having just died out as there was 

no grazing and relatively undisturbed soil due to the surrounding walnut trees. 

 

 

 

 

Ancient Sites and Orchids 

Finally, woodland edges also provided us with many a sighting of the Orchid family, often near to 

paths or ditches at altitudes where grasses were still dominant. Whereas the fritillaries and tulips 

were found in full sun sights, the orchids were found in cooler, also damp areas, but at similar 

altitudes of 600-800m. Greece’s ancient sites are a must for orchid and wildflower enthusiasts, as 

the relative protection from infrastructure support large established colonies, yet the landscape 

management (do not think English Heritage gardens!) doesn’t impinge either – these are areas 

where ruins are roped off at the most and nature runs riot on most of the surrounding land. 
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A feast of wildflowers at Tholos, Delphi, and the stadium at Nemea, where we found several species 

of Serapias; 

                            
Serapias vomeracea bergonii               S. natum subs peleponesse 

As well as there being lots of debate on the classification of Ophyrys species, mainly between those 

who argue that varients arfe in fact their own species and whether this extends to those in different 

regions as well as those growing in close proximity, the genera are also known to hybridise fairly 

regularly further leading to confusion. I have tried my best to distinguish this group but I wanted to 

show some images of these fantastical species, which attract pollinators by mimicing markings, 

hence the common name: bee orchids. 
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                       Ophrys delphinensis                                             A Ophrys reinholdii variant O. straussii. 

                           

                    
O. cretica                                                                              O. lutea 
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Ophrys spruneri – second most common species we saw, behind O. lutea. 

 
 
O. mamosum subs zeusii (right), which we had been looking for all week and I almost sat upon at our 
lunch stop on a lower shade path on the walk down from the Adonis valley, Mt Siatias! 
 
We were also lucky to see several Orchis species, my favourite of which resemble tiny figures, and is 
the second largest genus of orchid in Greece. Recently many have been transferred to the genus 
Acamptis, such as this A. sancta and A. quadripunctata: 

   (the other 

two spots as the name mentions are inside the flower tube)                                                                  
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 Orchis italica, perhaps the best example of 

this weird flower form we saw, with a common name of Italian Man Orchid. Often found in open 

woodland and scrub up to 1300m, we saw this in both Nemea and Pigros. 

Orchis lactea at Pheneos                                      Orchis provincalis also at Pheneos 
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 Orchis pauciflora near Mega 

Spelio monastery. 

 

Thoughts on our return: 

We also spotted some very depressing visitors to the woods, the caterpillars of the Oak 

Processionary Moth which defoliate trees and can cause humans breathing problems and have 

caused closure of many areas of U.K parkland, however this was the first time I have  actually seen 

them in their typical movement formation. I feel we must be reminded of the interspecies 

relationships that affect ecosystems whether they are familiar or foreign, just as we can take 

pleasure in the rare and in the common. 
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Similarly an awareness of the increasing infrastructure of these alpine areas, due to the tourism 

industry, deforestation and climate change must unfortunately be part of any appreciation of these 

beautiful plants and landscapes, in this ever changing world.  

There were of course, far more photos and stories to put into this report than I dare to include but I 

hope I will be excused this (apparently) youthful excitement at almost everything, and may 

encourage new alpine gardeners to see plants in the wild and to take pleasure in the conditions we 

find them in as well as the plants themselves. As a final note; for the more experienced travellers 

reading this, please let me thank you in advance of the generosity and patience you will have when 

accompanied by bursary students!! 
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